PROBLEM STATEMENT:
How can we project the effectiveness of cyber force packages against simulated enemies in cyberspace? Militaries all over the world are struggling with this question. It’s very difficult to predict how cyber forces will perform against varying adversaries (numbers, sophistication levels, etc.), on varying terrain (system types, vulnerability rates, architecture, etc) when confronting varying attacks (denial of service, phishing, malware, etc). The Cyber-FIT framework is an agent-based modeling and simulation tool that provides a mechanism to manipulate agent rulesets, and then conduct virtual experiments. The virtual experiments address issues of military significance such as expected asset degradation, mission capability rate, time needed to repair, and terrain maneuverability.
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Example Virtual Experiment:
How many DCO forces should we deploy to maximize the time to complete phases three and four during a routing protocol attack with exploitation success rate of 15%?
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